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Equilibrium size of large ring molecules

J. M. Deutsch
Physics Department, University of California, Santa Cruz, California 95064

~Received 15 December 1998!

The equilibrium properties of isolated ring molecules were investigated using an off-lattice model with no
excluded volume but with dynamics that preserve the topological class. Using an efficient set of long range
moves, chains of more than 2000 monomers were studied. Despite the lack of any excluded volume interaction,
the size of the chain scaled like that of a self-avoiding walk, as had been previously conjectured. However, this
scaling was only seen for chains greater than 500 monomers.@S1063-651X~99!50503-5#

PACS number~s!: 36.20.Fz, 33.15.Bh, 36.20.Ey, 61.25.Hq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of topology on the equilibrium properties
polymer systems is important both experimentally and th
retically to the understanding of polymeric materials. Ma
experimental systems, for example as polymer netwo
possess nontrivial topology. Furthermore, DNA is often
the form of a ring and possesses a well defined and nontr
topology. This fact has important biological implication
@1,2#. Topological effects arise because a polymer chain c
not cross itself and is therefore confined to a fixed topolo
cal class that depends on its initial configuration. Howev
the effects of topology are, in theory, very hard to und
stand. The simplest example is that of the ring polym
Even when it is in the state of a ‘‘trivial’’ knot, that is th
same topological class as a circle, its statistical proper
have not as yet been well understood. This is because t
are an infinite number of invariants that characterize a k
and so evaluating, or even writing down, the partition fun
tion is a daunting task. Questions about this system, suc
how the size of the chainR scales with chain lengthN, have
not been answered with any certainty. The effects of top
ogy on the size of a simple ring have been conjectured
give the same scaling exponentR;Nn, as excluded volume
@3# chains. It is not clear thatn should be identical to that o
the self-avoiding chain. Topological effects may induce
fective power law interactions between monomers in
ring. In this Rapid Communication, we wish to analyze ho
topology alters the fractal dimension of a polymer ring.

To simulate polymers, lattice models have often been e
ployed because in many circumstances they are more
cient and easier to implement than off-lattice models. Ho
ever, a large class of lattice models with local dynamics
been proven to be strongly nonergodic@4#. Even if an er-
godic model is used@5# some of the subtle effects of topo
ogy that we wish to examine here can be masked by this k
of model. To avoid segments crossing, which would viol
topology, lattice models add in a hard-core repulsion. T
makes analysis of the results difficult because this repul
potential must also be taken into account. The same ca
said for many off-lattice models@4,5# that include repulsive
potentials between the monomers of the ring. Again this
the problem of masking delicate topological effects mak
results difficult to interpret.

Therefore it would seem worthwhile to explore an o
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lattice model whose interactions are purely topological. T
idea is to isolate topological effects to gain some understa
ing as to how they affect statistical properties.

To achieve this goal we explore topological effects n
merically using an efficient off-lattice algorithm which ha
no excluded volume. The chain is a phantom chain, exce
that it is not allowed to cross itself and therefore can expl
only one topological class. As mentioned above, this diff
from other work in this area where excluded volume w
also present. An efficient long-range algorithm is develop
that allows the exploration of rings up to 2048 links. In a
dition, the chain is more flexible than chains on a cubic l
tice, which as we will see is important in light of the resu
that were obtained.

What was found is rather surprising. We did find th
phantom ring polymers confined to the ‘‘trivial knot’’ ar
swollen with respect to phantom linear chains. But even w
these very flexible chains, the effect of topology is rath
weak, and rings must be longer than 500 links before
scaling exponentn appears to reach that of a self-avoidin
walk ~SAW!.

II. MODEL

The model is illustrated in Fig. 1. A chain in three dime
sions ofN links, all of equal length, is constructed so as
have the topology of a simple ring. All configurations are
equal energy; however, moves must not be allowed to a
the topological class. That is, the chain is not allowed
cross itself.

To investigate the dynamics of small chains, moves w
chosen that were local, involving rotations of two adjace
links. Moves of this type are illustrated in Fig. 1, where lin
initially adjacent toA are moved to locations shown by th
dashed lines byB. The relaxation time with such moves
slightly greater thanN2, which is prohibitively long for
chain lengths in the thousands. Therefore, a long-range a
rithm was used instead.

A long-range move is illustrated in the same figure. It is
variation of a pivot algorithm@6#. To construct a new con
formation, the algorithm attempts to rotate the chain ab
some axis. Two pointsC and D are chosen randomly from
the backbone of the chain and the line going throughC and
D is defined to be the axis of rotation. An angle is chos
randomly between290° and 90° and all chain segments b
R2539 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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tweenC andD are rigidly rotated about this axis. If the rin
is found to cross itself as chain segments are being rota
the move is rejected; otherwise, it is accepted@7#. These
long-range moves are repeated millions of times and
chain sizeR, as defined below in Eq.~1!, was averaged.

The simulation was tested by starting two rings in
locked configuration and checking to see that they never
came unlocked. This test was performed for over 108 cycles
and always remained locked. The simulation was furt
tested by taking a long ring of length 512, after it had mov
many million cycles, and turning on a repulsive Coulom
potential. It was always found that the ring would swell
into what could clearly be seen as being a circle, in ot
words a trivial knot. This contrasted with what happen
when a deliberately knotted ring was swollen. There the fi
configuration was not circular.

The simulation was checked by allowing the ring to cro
itself by turning off the checking algorithm. In such a case
is easy to show thatR25N/4, whenN@1. The results found
agreed with this value within statistical error. With the cros
ing constraint enforced, the averageR was always larger than
this value.

III. RESULTS

The chain sizeR defined as

R2[
2

N (
i 50

N/221

ur i 1N/22r i u2 ~1!

was examined by averaging over millions of iterations. H
r i is the vector position of thei th monomer, andN is the
total number of links in the ring.

Figure 2 shows theR2 as a function of chain length. Th
best fit to this line gives an exponent of 1.1160.03. However
the best fit for the last two data points atN51024 andN
52048 is an exponent of 1.17 close to the result 1.175 fo
for a SAW in three dimensions@8#. Because this only in-
volves two data points, the up turn is not statistically sign
cant so we now further analyze this possibility by probi
the internal structure of the rings.

FIG. 1. Moves illustrating the model used. A short range ‘‘kin
jump’’ move is depicted on the left-hand side of this figure.
single monomer is moved from positionA to positionB. The right-
hand side illustrates a long-range move, with the dashed line b
the final position of the chain.
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The self-similarity of these rings was examined by mea
of the correlation function

g~s![
1

N2s (
i 50

N2s21

ur i 1s2r i u2. ~2!

Figure 3 examines how this scales with chain length by w
ing g(s) in the scaling form

g~s!5Nn f N~2s/N!. ~3!

The function f N(x) should become independent ofN for
large enoughN. In Fig. 3, we plot f N(x)[g(s)/Nn as a
function of x[2s/N. This is done for three different chai
lengths,N5512, 1024, and 2048.n was chosen to be 1.17
Note that only the two longest chain lengths overlap. In or
to get the 512 link ring to overlap withN52048, a smaller
value,n51.11, must be chosen. This suggests that the ri
of length 512 are not long enough to be in the asympto
scaling regime.

ng FIG. 2. Average size of a chain defined in Eq.~1! as a function
of chain length of rings in the class of a trivial knot. The solid lin
has a slope of 1.11.

FIG. 3. Scaling functionf N(x) for three ring lengths: 512,
1024, and 2048. Heren was chosen to be 1.17 and the two larg
ring lengths overlap.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The results above confirm the prediction thatn for a poly-
mer ring in a trivial knot is swollen compared to an ide
chain. What is surprising is that the length of chain neede
clearly see its asymptotic fractal dimension is in the tho
sands of links. This contrasts with a self-avoiding wa
wheren can be calculated from chain lengths in the teens
quite high accuracy.

Fairly compelling arguments have been given as to w
n ring for a trivial ring should be greater than or equal tonSAW
for a linear SAW @3#. It is still an open question as t
whethern ring is actually greater thannSAW. There is no an-
swer to this that is available at present. However, if the r
is trapped between two parallel plates, then this is amen
to a fairly convincing analytical argument. It is argued he
that when the separation between the plates is very sma
that the walk is almost two-dimensional, the exponent m
be less than or equal ton for an SAW in two dimensions
This taken with the argument thatn ring>nSAW, which carries
over to this case also, we can conclude thatn ring5nSAW.

If the separation between the two walls is much less t
the length of a link, then the chain is essentially confined
a two-dimensionalx2y plane. However, besides the coord
nates of the monomers we also must keep track, in a cros
between two links, of which one lies on top. If we want t
ring to preserve the initial topology of a trivial knot, som
configurations where the chain crosses itself in thex2y
plane must be excluded. Essentially the only configurati
that are allowed are those of a flattened trivial knot. The
fore, the phase-space of all configurations are the coordin
in thex2y plane, and the type of crossing of which there a
two possibilities.

If in addition to the topological constraint, we introduce
fictitious repulsive potential between links in the chain,
seems highly plausible that this can only increase the ave
size of such chains. In the limit of complete excluded v
ume, no crossing is allowed, and this system is identica
the usual self-avoiding ring. This is because complete
cluded volume implies that there is no crossing allowed
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all, and this by itself enforces the topological constrai
Therefore, the size of a ring without the repulsive poten
should be less than or equal to that of a two-dimensio
SAW.

In three dimensions the numerical results presented h
are consistent with an exponent less than or equal to tha
a SAW. However, one cannot exclude the possibility tha
even longer chain lengths, a ring becomes more swollen t
a linear SAW. Until a better theoretical understanding
knots has been achieved, it is not possible to exclude
possibility.

It is surprising that scaling behavior has not yet reach
asymptotic behavior for chains of length 512 as the mo
we have used allows for the formation of nontrivial knott
chains even for rings of six monomers. However, this wo
is consistent with enumeration of knot types for rando
phantom rings@9–12#, where the mean number of step
needed to observe a nontrivial knot was of the order of h
dreds of steps.

From an experimental viewpoint, the rings analyzed h
are large but easily achievable experimentally. A linear ch
in good solvent could be synthesized with functional en
groups that chemically bond in good solvent. This sho
create rings that are predominantly trivial knots. By chang
solvent conditions to those of theta solvent for linear chai
one should observe that these rings are still swollen, al
far less so than a linear chain in good solvent.

Ring polymers in other situations@13# are conjectured to
have many interesting properties. An example of this is
melt of rings, and this is the subject of active investigati
@14#. It might be useful to apply the model described here
these other systems.
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